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GUIDE TO WRITING 
A SCOPING COMMENT

 Scoping
Scoping is a period of time when input is requested from the public on the 
scope of what should be analyzed and studied in the Environmental  
Impact Statement [EIS]. While the agencies have comprehensive check-
lists of broad areas of impact they must study, public comments made at 
scoping hearings or submitted in writing (a “scoping letter”) will inform the 
type and geographic scope of impacts to be included in the EIS. 

Commenting

This guide provides information from Wash. Admin Code, SEPA, and 
NEPA to assist you with writing effective comments on what should be 
analyzed and studied in the EIS.  The EIS has certain legal parameters, 
and comments are most effective when language is used with audience 
and legal objectives in mind.
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ments must be submitted between Sept 24, 2012 and Jan 23, 2013. 
Information on how to submit comments is on the back of this guide.

 Scoping Comment Workshops
To request copies of the scoping guide or to schedule a hands-on 
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SIGNIFICANCE
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ately harmful” to water, air, natural resources, existing industries, etc. and 
the human and/or non-human life they sustain by describing the world 
around us or the baseline against which Impacts can be measured.
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Establishing 
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YOU!   
Tell your story and how 
you will be impacted.  

OTHERS!   
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they live, and how they 

will be impacted.

PLACES!   
Identify a place 

and how it will be 
impacted.

       ACTIVITIES!  
Explain an activity and 
how it will be impacted.

HISTORY!   
Tell an event from 

the past and how this 
event relates to an 

impact. 

SYSTEMS!   
Provide details of an 

ecosystem and impacts 
upon the life and  

activity it sustains.  

Best Science!   
Provide support for why 
an impact is likely to be 
“more than moderately 

harmful.” 



Purpose & Need
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tives to which the agency is responding to in proposing alternatives and 
should also justify spending taxpayer money for the proposed action, as 
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All recommended alternatives derive from purpose & need.

GPT Application Objectives Purpose and Need Analysis

Bulk commodities to international 
markets 
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Point and need for multimodal 
deep water bulk marine terminal 
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Economic development expand-
ing WA exports towards
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other uses would be unprecedented

Consider development that is more  
resilient to changing market de-
mands, allowing for actual manufac-
turing and processing of WA state 
exports

Coal is not a WA state export, but 
there is substantial and growing  
demands for WA food and agricul-
tural exports

Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measures avoid, monitor, minimize, rectify, or compensate 
adverse impacts to built and natural elements of the environment,  SEPA 
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revised permit application.
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Adverse Impacts

IMPACTS 
MAY OCCUR 
DUE TO:

construction and/or operation of the 
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related activities, such as mining, rail, 
and ship transport. 

  
Adverse Impacts are reasonably forseeable, even if they occur later in 
time, are further removed in distance, or are cumulative.

Environmental Impact Statement
“The lead agency shall narrow the scope of every EIS to the probable  
!"#$"%&'$)*+,-(./(*012'&)/ and Reasonable Alternatives, including  
Mitigation Measures” (Wash. Admin. Code sec. 197-11-408(1))

Direct - caused by the proposed action and 
occur at the same time and in the same 
place of the action.

Indirect - caused by the proposed project, 
but are later in time or farther removed in 
distance from direct impacts.

Cumulative - caused by the incremental impact 
of the action added to other past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions. 

IMPACTS 
MAY BE:
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Coal runoff and dust polluting 
wetlands, streams, rivers, or 
oceans.

7%2'%&6)+:"*%0&+*"8("
consumers questioning food 
safety due to air, water, and 
soil contamination by coal 
runoff and dust.

7%2$)+%"3-"#.%''("@3)+,".%'')+:"
population and the ecosystems 
the herring support.

Coal will be stored at the terminal in 
open-air containers and piles.  There 
is a record of both coal dust and coal 
runoff pollution at terminals and during 
train transport.
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in open rail containers in wet and dry 
conditions through productive agricul-
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food safety and reputation matters.

Cherry Point herring population has 
declined 90% in the past 40 years. 
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Intalco operations must be studied 
to establish a baseline for under-
standing the impact of coal storage, 
loading, and shipping. In addition to 
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[Adverse Impacts cont.]
Reasonably Foreseeable is based on proposed future actions and are 
not merely speculative
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Alternatives
Reasonable Alternatives are feasible courses of action that meet the 
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Reasonable Alternatives are practical and feasible from the technical 
and economic standpoint, rather than only those that the applicant likes 
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No Action Alternatives  recommend that the agency not implement the 
proposed action, though it may lead to other actions

No Action Alternative 1: No coal, yes 1997 pier and terminal

The terminal as permitted in 1997 meets all the needs and objectives 
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tons of commodities without the adverse impacts directly related to coal 
transport.

No Action Alternative 2: No terminal and no pier

There is no mitigation possible for an oil spill in the Strait of Juan de 
Fuca or for the collapse of the Cherry Point herring population. The 
economieis in the region would be ruined. Species lost can never be 
recovered.

Action and No Action Alternatives 
Action Alternatives  recommend changes to proposed courses of action 
that have less adverse impact on environmental, cultural, and natural 
resources. 
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How to Submit Comments (due by January 21, 2013): 

Website>"%)6:&,%5&(1&2);25&A:3CA`:%,^)+C3$C%*`2300%+,

E-mail>"2300%+,6a%)6:&,%5&(1&2);25&A:3CA"
(letters with electronic signatures as attachments are preferable 
to comments in the content of the e-mail)

Mail (hand-written comments, letters with documents attached, 
%,2Ab>
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Bellevue, WA 98004
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E-mail gptscoping@gmail.com.

  
Resources:

Coal Train Fact – coaltrainfacts.org
CommunityWise Bellingham – communitywisebellingham.org
EIS for Proposed GPT d"%)6:&,%5&(1&2);25&A:3CA
Power Past Coal – powerpastcoal.org
Protect Whatcom – protectwhatcom.org
SafeGuard the SouthFork – safeguardthesouthfork.org
Whatcom County Planning - co.whatcom.wa.us/pds
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